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Every cat lover understandsâ€•itâ€™s all about attitude. And cats have plenty of it! New Zealand

photographer Rachael Haleâ€•known worldwide for capturing the delightful expressions of the

worldâ€™s most adorable animalsâ€•has caught a variety of favorite breeds in captivating poses in

this collection especially for forever friends of felines. Proud Siamese, funâ€“loving tabbies, and

dignified black and white cats are pictured snuggled between blankets, peeking out of baskets, and

getting into mischiefâ€•all with endearing expressions on their faces.The musings of Mark Twain,

Charles Swindoll, Benjamin Franklin, Willa Cather, Robert Louis Stevenson, and others on topics

that include playtime, prayer, joy, life, and family are the perfect daily pickâ€“meâ€“up for anyone

who needs a gentle dose of humor and encouragement. Funny, cute, charming, and brimming with

attitudeâ€•these felines for every occasion are sure to brighten any cat loverâ€™s day.
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I love cats and I love Rachael Hale's photography, so this was a perfect match! Each page has a

lovely color photograph of cats or kittens accompanied by one word and an appropriate quote. For

example, there's a photograph of a cat with a mouse sitting atop it's head and the companion word

is "Trust." "The supreme happiness in life is the conviction that we are loved," stated by Victor Hugo.

The word "Success" is side-by-side with a photo of a cat sporting large eyeglasses. "Forget about

all the reaons why something may not work. You only need to find one good reason why it will," by

Dr. Robert Anthony.In short, if you need a little inspiration and a smile, this is the book for you.



I bought this for my cat loving five year old and she adores it. Sometimes we read the inspirational

quotes together and sometimes she makes up her own story. It does have some references to God

but we love that. It is one of the few books that I can read scripture from without losing her. Even if

you are not religous the references are subtle and scattered. Plus there are more than one type of

quote per page so you can choose to skip over them. This is a relaxing read and a great break from

traditional children's books.

If you like cats and quotes, you will love this book. Originally when i ordered i was not sure the size

would be this small, however now that i have had this book for over a month,i think the size is

perfect for the material. The quotes are thought provoking but still on the lighter side. Each quote (

cat-titue ) is comes with a picture which is just perfect fit for the quote.4 start rating comes due to the

fact that i feel it could have a few more pages. but i have no complaints with their current content.

I purchased this for a friend of mine, and it is adorable. You need to know that this book is small, but

packed with adorable pictures of kittens and applicable encouraging references accompanying

them. The recipient absolutely loved this gift.

I am a cat lover so this book is an addition to my catty collection. I have been looking at the pictures

and reading the catty thoughts over and over again and what a treat. An adorable book, small, well

written with cute photos, thoughtful saying and nicely bound. It is really purrrrrfect. This book is a

must for the ones who love kittins.

I received this book as a gift. I love cats, and I love quotes, so this was the perfect book for me! The

pictures are amazing (and cute!) and the quotes are great. I have this book sitting on my dresser in

my dorm room :)

pretty cat pictures small book with lots of cute quotations to brighten up anyones day and bring a

smile to your face once again rachael hale has done an outstanding job photographing her subjects

Purrfectly delightful. Some of the photos I recognize from other Hale coffee table books, but the

addition of inspiring quotes makes it fresh and calming. The only thing I miss is the identification of

the kittens.
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